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Abstract
Neural network pruning is one of the most popular meth-
ods of accelerating the inference of deep convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). The dominant pruning methods,
filter-level pruning methods, evaluate their performance
through the reduction ratio of computations and deem that
a higher reduction ratio of computations is equivalent to a
higher acceleration ratio in terms of inference time. How-
ever, we argue that they are not equivalent if parallel com-
puting is considered. Given that filter-level pruning only
prunes filters in layers and computations in a layer usu-
ally run in parallel, most computations reduced by filter-
level pruning usually run in parallel with the un-reduced
ones. Thus, the acceleration ratio of filter-level pruning is
limited. To get a higher acceleration ratio, it is better to
prune redundant layers because computations of different
layers cannot run in parallel. In this paper, we propose our
Discrimination based Block-level Pruning method (DBP).
Specifically, DBP takes a sequence of consecutive layers
(e.g., Conv-BN-ReLu) as a block and removes redundant
blocks according to the discrimination of their output fea-
tures. As a result, DBP achieves a considerable accelera-
tion ratio by reducing the depth of CNNs. Extensive exper-
iments show that DBP has surpassed state-of-the-art filter-
level pruning methods in both accuracy and acceleration
ratio. Our code will be made available soon.
1. Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
achieved great success in many computer vision tasks such
as image classification [10, 14], object detection [21, 27],
and semantic segmentation [9, 4]. However, the enormous
computational cost of CNNs makes it very slow to run
the model on resources-constrained devices such as mobile
phones. Thus, it is essential to reduce computational cost
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Figure 1. The relations between the block depth and features’
discrimination. The top part of the figure shows part of
ResNet110 [10] trained on CIFAR10 [16]. The residual blocks in
ResNet110 are marked as Block1, Block2, etc. in order. We flatten
the output features of each block and evaluate their discrimination
through the accuracy of the linear classifiers after them. The “Acc”
represents the accuracy on CIFAR10. We plot the accuracys of all
classifiers as the solid purple line in the bottom figure and plot the
trend using the blue dashed line. In general, the features’ discrim-
ination ascends as the block goes deeper, but it descends at some
blocks.
and accelerate the inference of CNNs before deployment.
Neural network pruning [8, 6, 22, 11, 31] is one of the
most popular model acceleration methods. It removes re-
dundant weights or filters in CNNs to reduce computa-
tions. Most popular neural network pruning can be divided
into two groups: weight-level and filter-level. Weight-level
pruning [8, 6, 7] sets redundant weights in CNNs to zeros,
making weight matrices or tensors sparse. Some previous
works [22, 18, 31] have pointed out that weight-level prun-
ing contributes little to accelerating the inference of CNNs
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unless specialized libraries (such as cuSPARSE1) are used.
However, the support of these libraries on mobile devices is
limited. On the other hand, filter-level pruning [22, 31, 11]
removes redundant filters to reduce computations directly.
Nonetheless, computations in the same layer are highly par-
allelized, which means most reduced computations run in
parallel with the un-reduced ones. As a result, the accelera-
tion ratio of filter-level pruning is limited.
As CNNs becomes deeper and deeper, there are many
redundant layers in CNNs. Since the computations of dif-
ferent layers run in serial, reducing the number of layers can
achieve a higher acceleration ratio than filter-level pruning
methods. Thus, we propose a block-level pruning method
to prune redundant layers in CNNs. Namely, we take a
sequence of consecutive layers (e.g., Conv-BN-ReLu) as a
block and prune redundant blocks to reduce computations.
The key to block-level pruning is how to find redun-
dant blocks. Motivated by [35, 3], which proposes that the
discrimination of features in CNN was enhanced block by
block, we explore the discrimination of each block’s output
features as Figure 1. Explicitly, we place a linear classifier
after each block and test the accuracy of the classifier on a
dataset. The higher the accuracy of the classifier is, the more
discriminative the features are. The results show that the
discrimination of features ascends as the block goes deeper,
which is consistent with the conclusion of [35]. However,
we also find that the discrimination of features ascends laxly
or even descends at some blocks. Based on previous works
and our observations, we assume that these blocks are re-
dundant and can be pruned with acceptable loss.
Some algorithms also support block-level pruning. [15,
32] use a norm-based importance evaluation, which has
been proven to be inappropriate in [11]. [20] utilizes gener-
ative adversarial learning. However, its performance is still
limited, and the reason might be that generative adversarial
networks are difficult to converge [26].
Extensive experiments show that DBP achieves a higher
acceleration ratio as well as higher accuracy than state-of-
the-art filter-level pruning and block-level pruning. Addi-
tionally, we also compare DBP with knowledge distillation
because it can also yield shallow models that achieve high
accuracy. Experiments show that DBP has surpassed the
state-of-the-art knowledge distillation based model acceler-
ation methods.
It is worthwhile to highlight our contributions:
• We analyze the reason for the limited acceleration ra-
tio of filter-level pruning and propose that block-level
pruning avoids the problem well.
• We propose a discrimination based criterion to observe
the redundant blocks in CNNs.
1https://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cusparse/index.
html
• Extensive experiments show that DBP has surpassed
state-of-the-art block-level pruning, filter-level prun-
ing, and knowledge distillation methods in both accu-
racy and acceleration ratio.
2. Related works
Neural network pruning[8, 18, 22, 31, 11] and knowl-
edge distillation [13, 37, 12, 30, 2] have shown their effec-
tiveness in accelerating the inference of deep CNNs.
Neural network pruning Neural network pruning de-
votes to removing redundant weights in networks to accel-
erate the inference, and it can be divided into three groups:
weight-level, filter-level, and block-level: Weight-level
pruning observes redundant weights in filters and set them
to zeros. For example, [8] proposes weights with small
absolute value can be set to zeros without loss. Weight-
level pruning makes weights tensors sparse, and it can ac-
celerate the inference of CNNs with the help of special-
ized libraries (e.g., cuSPARSE). Unfortunately, the support
of these specialized libraries on mobile devices is limited.
Filter-level pruning solves the problem by pruning unim-
portant filters in CNNs and reduce computations directly.
The key to filter-level pruning is how to define the impor-
tance of filters. For example, [18, 22] take advantage of
the idea of [8] and evaluate the importance of filters ac-
cording to their amplitude. [31, 11] considers the interre-
lations among filters when evaluating importance. Gener-
ally speaking, filter-level pruning has achieved great suc-
cess, but, as we have discussed above, its acceleration ratio
is still limited because of parallel computing. Block-level
pruning takes a sequence of consecutive layers as a block
and remove redundant blocks to reduce the computations
in CNNs. Considering that computations in different layers
run in serial, pruning more blocks must mean a higher ac-
celeration ratio. [32, 15, 20] all support block-level pruning.
Specifically, [32, 15] observe redundant blocks and filters
through norm-based criterion, and GAL [20] utilizes gener-
ative adversarial networks (GAN) to prune blocks and fil-
ters simultaneously. However, the norm-based criterion has
been shown to be inappropriate in [11], and GAN is hard to
converge.
Knowledge distillation The main idea of knowledge dis-
tillation (KD) is to transfer knowledge from a trained
teacher model to an un-trained student model, so KD helps
on many tasks such as transfer learning, few-shot learning,
and model acceleration. When working with model acceler-
ation, KD transfers knowledge from a large teacher model
to a small student model, and the key to KD is what knowl-
edge should be transferred to the student. [13, 1] take the
output of the last layer as the knowledge and induce soft
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Figure 2. The discrimination of each block’s output features. The
solid lines represent the accuracy of linear classifiers after each
block, and dash lines are their polynomial trendlines. Generally
speaking, the accuracy ascends as the block goes deeper. However,
we also find: 1) The accuracy descends (at the purple markers) at
some blocks no matter how deep the model is. 2) The discrimina-
tion of features in a shallow model always ascends faster than that
in a deep one.
targets[13] and mimic loss [1] to transfer the knowledge.
Other algorithms [37, 12, 30] explore the knowledge from
intermediate layers and combine them with soft targets and
mimic loss to achieve higher accuracy. DBP also takes ad-
vantage of mimic loss when fine-tuning the model to ad-
vance its performance.
There are still many other methods to accelerate the in-
ference of deep CNNs, such as weight quantization[5, 17]
and compact network design[36, 29]. Most of them can be
combined with pruning and knowledge distillation for fur-
ther acceleration.
3. Algorithm
3.1. Overview
Deep CNNs consist of a number of repeatable blocks,
and most computations of CNNs come from these blocks.
Thus, We aim to accelerate the inference of CNNs through
pruning redundant blocks while keeping the accuracy of
CNNs.
We first introduce how we observe and prune redundant
blocks, namely our discrimination based criterion, in Sec-
tion 3.2. Then the strategies of recovering the performance
of the model after pruning are introduced in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, we do some customization for models with
special structures. For simplicity, we useBi to represent the
ith block in a CNN.
3.2. Discrimination based criterion
[35] has explored the discrimination of output features
of each block in CNNs by placing a linear classifier after
Removed AC(%)
Degraded Block -0.45±0.24
Upgraded Block -0.97±0.34
Table 1. The influence of removing a degraded or upgraded block
on the accuracy changes (AC) of ResNet110. We explore the con-
tribution of a block by removing it and checking the accuracy
changes of the whole model on CIFAR10. As we see, remov-
ing a degraded block induces less accuracy loss than removing an
upgraded block.
each block and find that the discrimination of features as-
cends as the block goes deeper. [3] shows that training a
deep CNN on ImageNet block by block generates a model
whose accuracy is as high as an end-to-end-trained model.
Though there has not been a reasonable explanation to these
phenomena, these experiments have shown that the perfor-
mance of deep CNNs is gradually enhanced block by block.
Motivated by [35, 3], we further explore the discrimi-
nation of each block’s output features in CNNs. We use a
fully-connected layer as our linear classifier and place it af-
ter each block of a trained CNN. We fix the weights of the
CNN and train these classifiers. Consequently, it is natural
to take the accuracy of these classifiers as the discrimina-
tion of blocks’ output features, and the higher the accuracy
is, the more discriminative the features are. We experiment
on different depths of CNNs, and the results are in Figure 2.
The accuracy ascends as the block goes deeper, which is
consistent with the conclusion in [35]. Moreover, we also
find another two interesting phenomena and propose our as-
sumptions:
Degradation The accuracy of the classifier descends at
some blocks, which indicates that their extracted features
are confusing and degrade the discrimination of output fea-
tures. We call them degraded blocks and call other blocks
upgraded blocks. We explore each block’s contribution to
the model by removing it and check the changes of the
model’s accuracy. As Table 1 shows, compared with an up-
graded block, removing a degraded block has limited influ-
ence on the performance of the model, which means the
weights of degraded blocks have less contribution to en-
hancing the performance of the whole model. As a result,
degraded blocks can be pruned with acceptable loss.
Slowness The trend line of a shallow model is always
steeper than that of a deeper one. In other words, the deeper
the model is, the slower the discrimination of its features
ascends. We assume that it is because many blocks in deep
models contribute little to ascending the discrimination of
the features, and these blocks can also be pruned with ac-
ceptable loss.
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With these two assumptions, we observe and prune re-
dundant blocks with the following steps:
1. Place a fully-connected layer as a linear classifier after
each block of a CNN and train these classifiers.
2. Compute the contributions of all blocks. Without loss
of generality, we define the contribution of block Bi
as ACCBi − ACCBi−1 , in which ACCBi means the
accuracy of the linear classifier after block Bi.
3. Find the part of blocks which have the least contribu-
tions and prune them.
3.3. Performance recovery
Pruning blocks will hurt the performance of the model,
so we fine-tune the model after pruning to recover its perfor-
mance. We take advantage of some techniques from knowl-
edge distillation and filter-level pruning during the process
of fine-tuning:
Mimic loss It is a common technique in knowledge dis-
tillation that using the mimic loss [1, 37, 20] to advance the
accuracy of the model. Specifically, [1] finds that forcing
the small (student) model to mimic the last layer’s output of
the huge (teacher) model helps to improve the performance
of the small model and proposes its `2-based mimic loss.
We follow the manner of [1] and re-define our loss func-
tion during the fine-tuning process as Equation 1, in which
α is a hyper-parameter, lT and lS are the logits (the out-
put before activations) of the unpruned model and pruned
model respectively, pi is the one-hot label of ground-truth
and q = softmax(lS). The first term in the equation is the
mimic loss, and the second term is commonly used [10, 14]
cross-entropy loss in classification.
loss = α ∗ ||lT − lS ||22 +
∑
i
−pi log qi (1)
Iterative pruning Iterative pruning has shown to help im-
prove the performance of pruning in many papers [23, 19,
25]. Explicitly, they prune redundant filters layer by layer
and fine-tune the model after pruning each layer because
pruning all layers once may lead to invocatable accuracy
loss. Besides, research on knowledge distillation [24] also
proposes that it will hurt the performance of the student
model if the teacher model is much more complicated than
the student. Motivated by them, we also prune redundant
blocks in an iterative manner. Specifically, we use a hyper-
parameter β to control the ratio of blocks to prune each
time and repeat pruning and fine-tuning steps until we get
a model as small as we need. Considering that there is a
tradeoff between accuracy and acceleration ratio, iterative
pruning has another advantage that it would generate some
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Figure 3. An example of pruning DenseNet. The colored stacked
squares are feature maps. As we see, the feature maps in DenseNet
are densely connected [14], and if B1 is pruned, the number of
input channels of blocks after B1 will be reduced.
intermediate models, and users can stop pruning once they
meet a satisfying one.
3.4. Customization
For ResNet Conv-BN-ReLu is the most common block in
CNNs. However, it is not appropriate to take it as the mini-
mum pruning unit for ResNet owing to the special structure
of ResNet. Specifically, pruning Bi means we will take the
output of Bi−1 as the input of Bi+1 directly. This requires
the number of output channels of Bi−1 to be the same as
the number of input channels of Bi+1. However, the bot-
tleneck design in ResNet makes most i do not satisfy the
condition. As a result, we take a residual block in ResNet
as the minimum pruning unit, and then most blocks can be
pruned safely. Moreover, [15] also proposes that removing
a residual block in ResNet does not cut off the information
flow in ResNet, which is friendly to block-level pruning.
For DenseNet According to the definition in
DenseNet [14], each dense block contains too many
layers, and it is difficult to keep the accuracy of the model
once we prune one block. So, we have to re-define the block
in DenseNet as a sequence of consecutive BN-ReLu-Conv.
Note that we only give “block” a new meaning without
changing the structure of DenseNet. Consequently, like the
example shown in Figure 3, the output of a certain block
will be the input of many other blocks, and pruning a block
Bi means that the number of input channels of all blocks
after Bi will be reduced.
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Dataset Methods Acc(%) Frr(%) Time(ms)/AR
C10
R56 93.72 0.00 63.79/1.00
GAL[20] 93.38 37.68 47.67/1.34
GAL[20] 91.58 60.20 30.51/2.09
DBP-0.5 93.39 53.41 29.33/2.17
DBP-0.7 92.32 68.69 21.39/2.98
R110 93.97 0.00 103.43/1.00
GAL[20] 93.59 18.70 89.11/1.16
GAL[20] 92.74 48.50 63.65/1.62
DBP-0.4 93.61 43.92 69.36/1.49
DBP-0.5 93.25 56.98 54.59/1.89
I1000
R50 76.15 0.00 126.97/1.00
SSS[15] 74.18 31.05 102.11/1.24
SSS[15] 71.82 43.04 92.31/1.38
GAL[20] 71.95 43.04 90.82/1.40
DBP-0.4 74.74 37.47 91.60/1.39
DBP-0.5 72.44 49.97 79.35/1.60
Table 2. The results compared with block-level pruning on two
datasets: CIFAR10 (C10) and ImageNet (I1000). Acc and Frr
mean accuracy and FLOPs-reduction-ratio, respectively. “Time”
is the inference time per image, and “AR” is the corresponding
acceleration ratio of the pruned model. DBP-x means the pruned
ratio of blocks is x.
4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and architectures
We experiment on two well-known classification
datasets: CIFAR [16] and ImageNet [28]. CIFAR contains
50,000 images for training and 10,000 images for evalua-
tion, and the size of each image is 32 × 32. CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 are two splits in CIFAR, which contain 10 and
100 classes, respectively, and we use both of them when
performing experiments. ImageNet is a dataset containing
1.28 million training images and 50,000 testing images for
1000 categories of objects. The size of each image in Ima-
geNet is 224× 224.
We use two famous deep CNNs to take experiments:
ResNet[10] and DenseNet[14]. Both of them have very
deep versions of over a hundred layers and achieve compet-
itive results. We try these two CNNs with several different
depths, and our DBP achieves great success on all of them.
4.2. Compared algorithms and evaluation protocol
We compare our DBP with three kinds of model accel-
eration methods: block-level pruning, knowledge distilla-
tion, and filter-level pruning. Both block-level pruning and
knowledge distillation based acceleration methods reduce
the number of blocks in CNNs, so it is necessary to com-
pare with them. Besides, we also compare with filter-level
pruning to highlight our considerable acceleration ratio over
them, though filter-level pruning based methods are not our
opponents since DBP can be combined with them for fur-
ther acceleration.
The target of model acceleration is accelerating the in-
ference as well as keeping the accuracy of models. Other
papers on pruning [18, 22, 31, 11] use the accuracy of
the pruned model and the reduction ratio of floating-point-
operations (FLOPs) to evaluate their algorithms. We add a
third evaluation protocol, namely, the acceleration ratio. It
is worth recalling the definition of acceleration ratio (AR)
as Equation 2, in which Timeo and Timep represent the
inference time of the original huge model and the pruned
model, respectively. Acceleration ratio is the most direct
metric of acceleration effect.
AR =
Timeo
Timep
(2)
4.3. Implementation details
We train baseline models on CIFAR with the same set-
tings as original papers [10, 14]. The baseline models on
ImageNet are downloaded from the official website of Py-
Torch2.
The linear classifiers after each block are trained on the
same dataset as training the baseline. Considering that there
are only few parameters in a linear classifier, the classi-
fiers are trained only three epochs with learning rate [0.1,
0.01, 0.001] for each epoch when experimenting on CIFAR.
When experimenting on ImageNet, we train only 3,000 it-
erations with learning rate [0.1, 0.01, 0.001] for each 1,000
iterations to save time.
When fine-tuning the model, we always set α in Equa-
tion 1 to 1.0 for all experiments and use the same data aug-
mentation and batch size as training the baseline. With a
global pruning ratio (G), all models are pruned three times
iteratively, so the pruned ratio β for each time is computed
as β = 1− (1−G) 13 . Then we fine-tune the pruned model
for 15 as many epochs as training the baseline for each time
of pruning. Thus, the number of fine-tuning epochs is 35 as
big as that of training the baseline.
4.4. Results and analysis
4.4.1 Results compared with block-level pruning
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been any al-
gorithm only for block-level pruning, but some algorithms
such as GAL[20] and SSS[15] perform block-level and
filter-level pruning simultaneously. When comparing with
them, DBP just prunes redundant blocks while GAL and
SSS prune both redundant blocks and filters. Notably, we
use two 2.2GHz CPU to run the model with batch size =
1, and we run 100 examples and take their average inference
time as the result.
2https://pytorch.org/
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Dataset T-S T-Acc(%) Methods S-Acc(%)
C10
R164-R20 94.16
NONE 91.74
ANC†[2] 91.92
AT[34] 91.13
BSS[12] 91.43
RoLa[37] 92.65
DBP 92.91
R26-R8 92.55
NONE 88.80
GIFT†[33] 88.70
AT[34] 89.15
BSS[12] 88.42
RoLa[37] 89.53
DBP 89.69
D100-D40 94.88
NONE 92.28
AT[34] 93.07
BSS[12] 92.99
DBP 93.84
C100
R164-R20 72.32
NONE 67.69
AT[34] 67.72
BSS[12] 68.66
RoLa[37] 69.45
DBP 69.67
R32-R14 69.36
NONE 65.72
GIFT†[33] 66.33
AT[34] 66.69
BSS[12] 66.72
RoLa[37] 67.11
DBP 67.34
D100-D40 76.52
NONE 70.17
AT[34] 70.98
BSS[12] 70.39
DBP 72.65
I1000
R101-R50 77.37
AT[34] 74.65
BSS[12] 73.66
RoLa[37] 75.02
DBP 76.97
D121-D65 74.42
AT[34] 70.97
BSS[12] 68.76
DBP 71.37
Table 3. The results compared with knowledge distillation. C10,
C100, and I1000 mean CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and ImageNet
datasets, respectively. T-S lists models and the depths of teach-
ers and students, and Rx-Ry (or Dx-Dy) means we prune ResNet
(or DenseNet) from x layers to y layers. T-Acc and S-Acc are the
accuracies of teacher and student, respectively. “NONE” means
we train the student model from scratch without knowledge dis-
tillation. Algorithms with † use their manually designed student
models in their papers. Others use the same student models as our
DBP pruned models.
As shown in Table 2, DBP performs far better than them
in both accuracy and acceleration ratio, even though we
only prune redundant blocks. We ascribe our advantages
over them to two aspects: 1) Some methods like SSS add
an extra special designed regularizer to the loss function and
train the huge model as well as generate the pruned model in
one pass. Considering that the training of all blocks is con-
strained by the regularizer, the performance of the model
will be influenced by the regularizer. In contrast, DBP never
uses extra regularizer besides common l2 regularizer when
training the huge model, so the huge model is easier to do its
best. It is obvious that the good performance of huge model
benefits. 2) Some methods, like GAL, utilizes generative
adversarial learning to prune redundant blocks. However,
the generative adversarial networks might be hard to train.
On the other hand, we prune blocks through discrimination
based criterion, and models are easy to converge during the
fine-tuning.
4.4.2 Results compared with knowledge distillation
Following the manners of most knowledge distillation [2,
33, 34, 12, 37] methods, we use the same teacher and stu-
dent models when compared with most algorithms. As a
consequence, the acceleration ratio of them is the same as
ours, and we only need to compare the accuracy of their
student models. For the reason that DBP decides the ar-
chitecture of the pruned model automatically while knowl-
edge distillation uses manually designed ones, we take our
pruned model as the student model of knowledge distilla-
tion. “NONE” trains the small model from scratch with-
out knowledge distillation and is the benchmark of all al-
gorithms. Note that some algorithms do not publish their
code, so we only compare DBP with their results in the pa-
pers which share the same architecture, depth, and FLOPs
with ours. Considering that models with the same archi-
tecture, depth, and FLOPs also share similar acceleration
ratios, the comparison also makes sense.
The results are shown in Table 3. We experiment on dif-
ferent depths of ResNet and DenseNet with CIFAR and Im-
ageNet dataset. The results show that all algorithms per-
form better than “NONE”, while our DBP achieves the
best performance in all experiments. It is worth highlight-
ing that the accuracy of DBP is at least 1.5% higher than
that of other algorithms on ImageNet. We do not compare
with RoLa on DenseNet because RoLa cannot be used on
DenseNet directly. We ascribe our advantage over these
knowledge distillation methods to two reasons: 1) Com-
pared with those using the same small (student) models as
DBP, we fine-tune the model while knowledge distillation
train it from scratch, and fine-tuning a trained model has
been shown to be better than training from scratch in many
papers [18, 8, 25]. 2) Besides the influence of fine-tuning,
DBP also observes a better student architecture than them.
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Dataset Methods Acc(%) Frr(%) Time(ms)/AR
C10
R164 94.17 0.00 183.13/1.00
Slim[22] 94.00 53.69 127.12/1.44
FPGM[11] 93.47 76.68 107.00/1.71
COP[31] 92.97 78.47 101.74/1.80
DBP 93.73 74.45 47.47/3.86
DBP+Slim 93.33 81.60 34.27/5.34
DBP+FPGM 93.22 82.98 35.89/5.10
DBP+COP 92.76 83.19 30.49/6.01
C100
R164 73.32 0.00 183.20/1.00
Slim[22] 73.25 42.88 130.59/1.40
FPGM[11] 69.81 72.21 109.60/1.68
COP[31] 69.97 60.00 107.61/1.70
DBP 70.11 83.34 30.33/6.03
DBP+Slim 66.91 90.99 22.76/8.04
DBP+FPGM 67.03 90.96 18.60/9.85
DBP+COP 67.59 86.59 17.13/10.68
Table 4. The results compared with filter-level pruning. “Alg” and
“Acc” mean the algorithms we use and the accuracy of their pruned
model, respectively. R164 means ResNet164, which is the un-
pruned baseline model. “Time” and “AR” means the inference
time in million second and acceleration ratio of pruned models.
As we can see, compared with filter-level pruning, the inference
of DBP-pruned model is at least 2.1 times as fast as those of other
algorithms, and the inference of the combination of DBP and filter-
level pruning is always the fastest.
4.4.3 Results compared with filter-level pruning
Slim [22], FPGM [11], and COP [31] are three state-of-
the-art filter-level pruning algorithms, which respectively
utilize different characteristics of filters to observe redun-
dant filters. The experimental results are shown in Ta-
ble 4. As we can see, though the FLOPs-reduction-ratio
of DBP is smaller than filter-level pruning methods, its in-
ference time is always much lower than filter-level pruning
because of the pruning of layers. It is also worth highlight-
ing that the combination of DBP and filter-level pruning al-
gorithm achieves the highest acceleration ratio. Note that
the inference of the COP-pruned model is faster than that of
the FPGM-pruned model and the Slim-pruned model, even
though COP reduces fewer FLOPs. The reason is that both
FPGM [11] and Slim [22] induce extra operations into the
pruned model, which cost some inference time.
4.5. Ablation study
We ascribe the success of DBP to three aspects: 1) Prun-
ing redundant blocks removes redundant information and
preserves the important one. 2) Iterative pruning helps in
advancing the accuracy. 3) MSE-based mimic loss provides
useful information to the pruned model. In this section, we
will explore the contributions of these aspects, and the ex-
perimental results are all in Table 5.
4.5.1 Pruning blocks randomly
To check the effectiveness of the discrimination based crite-
rion, we compare it with a random pruning strategy. Specif-
ically, we experiment under the same conditions with DBP
except that the pruned blocks are chosen randomly. The ex-
periment is repeated ten times, and the results are shown in
the “Random” column of Table 5.
The results show that the average accuracy of a random
pruning is always less than the accuracy of DBP, and the dif-
ference on CIFAR100 is bigger than on CIFAR10 because
CIFAR100 is more complicated than CIFAR10. The results
show that discrimination based pruning does remove redun-
dant blocks and preserve important information.
4.5.2 Pruning all once & fine-tuning without mimic-
loss
As described in Section 3.3, two techniques are used when
recovering the performance of our pruned model: iteratively
pruning and MSE-based mimic loss. To check the enhance-
ment brought by them, we use original DBP as our baseline
and do three control experiments:
(a) Pruning all redundant blocks once & fine-tuning with-
out mimic loss. (DBP-A)
(b) Pruning all redundant blocks once & fine-tuning with
mimic loss. (DBP-B)
(c) Iteratively pruning the redundant blocks & fine-tuning
without mimic loss. (DBP-C)
The results are shown in the “DBP”, “DBP-A”, “DBP-
B”, and “DBP-C” column of Table 5. Generally speak-
ing, using both techniques achieves the highest accuracy,
which means DBP is the best choice for both ResNet and
DenseNet. However, as we can see, the impacts of these
two techniques on ResNet and DenseNet are different:
Impacts on ResNet The performance of DBP, DBP-A,
and DBP-B is not much different. However, DBP-C yields
awful results, which means the mimic loss is very impor-
tant to iterative pruning. The results are kind of counter-
intuitive. However, we think they are still reasonable.
Specifically, if an intermediate-generated model does not
converge well, it will influence the selection of blocks to
be pruned, and thus affect the final accuracy of the pruned
model, and mimic loss guarantees the fast convergence of
intermediate-generated models.
Impacts on DenseNet Only DBP yields satisfying re-
sults, which means both iterative pruning and mimic loss
are essential when pruning DenseNet. The output features
of a block in DenseNet are used by many other blocks, so
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Dataset T-S Un-pruned(%) DBP(%) Random(%) DBP-A(%) DBP-B(%) DBP-C(%)
C10
R164-R20 94.17 92.91 91.15±1.10(-1.76) 92.74(-0.17) 92.66(-0.25) 91.82(-1.09)
R26-R8 92.55 89.69 87.45±1.02(-2.24) 89.29(-0.40) 89.75(+0.06) 87.86(-1.83)
D100-D40 95.35 93.88 93.2±0.88(-0.68) 91.53(-2.35) 92.02(-1.86) 91.15(-2.73)
C100
R164-R20 73.32 69.67 66.76±2.63(-2.91) 69.55(-0.12) 69.31(-0.36) 67.69(-1.98)
R32-R14 69.36 67.12 62.97±3.47(-4.15) 66.93(-0.19) 67.19(+0.07) 65.00(-2.12)
D100-D40 76.52 72.65 71.80±0.77(-0.85) 69.87(-2.78) 71.32(-1.33) 69.03(-3.62)
Table 5. Ablation study. “Random” means pruning blocks randomly. “DBP-A” means pruning all redundant blocks once and fine-tuning
without mimic loss. “DBP-B” means pruning all redundant blocks once and fine-tuning with mimic loss. “DBP-C” means pruning
redundant blocks randomly and fine-tuning without mimic loss. The numbers in the brackets mean the accuracy changes compared with
DBP.
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Figure 4. The comparison between the number of whole blocks
and that of degraded blocks. We count the number of whole blocks
and degraded blocks of all models, i.e. the un-pruned model and
three pruned models. The percentages are the ratio of redundant
blocks to the whole blocks. As we can see, the number of degraded
blocks decreases faster than the whole number of blocks as the
pruning progresses.
pruning one block will affect many other blocks. In other
words, DenseNet is more sensitive to pruning than ResNet,
and pruning too many blocks once will lead to invocatable
loss of performance.
4.6. Case study
In this section, we explore what happens during the prun-
ing process. It is worth recalling that we defined a degraded
block as the block at which the discrimination of features
degrades. We prune ResNet with 81 blocks to 9 blocks
through three times of pruning. As shown in Figure 4, the
ratio of redundant blocks in the whole blocks decreases as
pruning progresses.
We also track some preserved blocks after pruning, the
Figure 5 shows that the output features of preserved blocks
look similar before and after pruning, which means that
DBP preserves the important information, and the pruned
model utilizes fewer blocks to express similar information
to the original model.
Block62
Block72
Figure 5. The output features of preserved blocks. Block62 and
Block72 are two of preserved blocks after pruning. We take a
random image in CIFAR10 as input and visualize the output of
Block62 and Block72 for four models, i.e., the un-pruned model
and three pruned models. The output features of these two blocks
look similar before and after pruning.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we point out the limited performance of
filter-level pruning in accelerating the inference of CNNs
and analyze the reasons. To solve the problem, a discrimi-
nation based block-level pruning (DBP) is proposed. DBP
outperforms the state-of-the-art and achieves a considerable
acceleration ratio with acceptable accuracy loss.
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